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Talking about yourself (2) Introducing Yourself (01) In context: 3-5

Introducing Yourself (01). In context: 3-5 minutes. What are they doing? Review the conversation. Peter and Alexandra are meeting each other for the first time. 
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Talking about yourself (2) Introducing Yourself (01) 1. Hi, my name is Alexandra. It’s nice to meet you!



In context: 3-5 minutes 2. It’s nice to meet you too! My name is Peter.



What are they doing?



Peter



Alexandra



Review the conversation. Peter and Alexandra are meeting each other for the first time. They are introducing themselves. Vocabulary 5 minutes Review the new phrases below: 1. 2. 3. 4.



It’s nice to meet you – used the first time you meet someone It’s nice to meet you too – used as a response to “nice to meet you” It’s a pleasure to meet you – used the first time you meet someone I have heard a lot about you – used to start small talk the first time you meet someone that you have heard many things about from a friend 5. Really? I hope it was all good – a response to “I have heard a lot about you” 6. It’s a pleasure to make your acquaintance – used when meeting someone for the first time that may be a friend, stranger, or colleague. 7. The pleasure is all mine – a response to “it’s a pleasure to meet you” or “it’s a pleasure to make your acquaintance.



Greeting a person you have just met: dialogue 5-10 minutes Look at the practice conversation below. When we meet a person that we do not know for this first time, we use specific language. Lisa: Jack: Lisa: Jack:



Hello, it is a pleasure to meet you. I am Lisa. It is nice to meet you too. I have heard a lot about you. Really? I hope it was all good.



Written Practice 8-10 minutes Using the vocabulary and phrases below, fill in the blanks in both conversations with the appropriate phrases used the first time you meet someone new. meet, you too, pleasure, all mine, really, good, hello, heard a lot Conversation 1: John: ______ it’s nice to meet you. Sarah: It’s nice to meet ________. John: I have _______about you. Sarah: _______? All ______ things I hope. Conversation 2: Pam: Hello, it’s a ________ to _____ you. Abraham: The ________ is all mine.



Role play: 3-5 minutes Practice the conversation on your own. Lisa: Jack: Lisa: Jack:



Hello, it is a pleasure to meet you. I am Lisa. It is nice to meet you too. I have heard a lot about you. Really? I hope it was all good.



Role play: 3-5 minutes Practice the conversation with your teacher. Situation: You are meeting someone for the first time. This person is a friend of your brother. Watch it! 5-8 minutes Watch the video. Two girls are introducing themselves to each other. The girls do not know each other. Then, watch the video again and answer the questions. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aHxBojQMUOA&feature=related Answer the questions: 1. What is the name of the first speaker?___________ 2. What is the name of the second speaker?___________



Quiz 5-10 minutes Match the parts of the conversation: 1. Hello! 2. It’s a pleasure to meet you. 3. I have heard a lot about you.



A. Really? B. It’s nice to meet you. C. It’s a pleasure to meet you too.



Fill in the blanks: John: ______ it’s nice _______ you. Jessica: It’s nice to ____________. John: I have _______about _____. Jessica: _______? All ______ things ________.



Choose a word to fill in the blank: 1. We say “nice to meet you” the ______ time we meet someone. 2. We can say “a pleasure to make your acquaintance” when the person we are meeting is ____________________. 3. This type of conversation is considered _____________ conversation.
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02 Social English - Talking about yourself - 01 Introduction 

What is the man's name? John Kenet. Joe Kent. Joel Kent. Where are they? in a company in New York at the office. Listen again #2: Put the sentences in order:.
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Talking about yourself (2) Discussing Your Family (03) In context: 3-5 

about you. 1. Hi Melissa, this is my friend Sam. 7. How old is your brother? 3. ... Review the rule of plural and singular nouns in the grammar section 3, objective ...
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Talking about yourself (2) Where are you from? (02) In context: 3-5 

Jose: ______ I do! Role Play: 3-5 minutes. Practice the conversation on your own. Samuel: Hey there. I am Samuel, it's a pleasure to meet you. Yoko: My name ...
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02 Social English - Talking about yourself - 00 Asking about places 

Am I in a medieval cathedral? C. No, he isn't. 4. Is Carol at home? D. Yes, they are. 5. Are you & your family at the restaurant? F. No, you are not. Complete.
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TALKING ABOUT YOURSELF (04) Expressing your feelings Dating 

Perhaps we could go out to dinner tomorrow night? 6. That would be nice. 4. Thank you Nancy. I would like to see you again. 3. I also think you are very nice and.
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Richard A. Musgrave. Public Finance and Public Choice: Two Contrasting Visions of the State (CESifo Book Series) by Richard A. Musgrave · free download.
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Test yourself 

He gave me very ...... information a) much b) many c) little. 12-. There weren't .......people today a) much b) many c) no. 13-. He gave me .......advice a) two.
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Harlem YMCA Jackie Robinson Center. 181 West 135th Street. (212)912-2163 | (212)912-2100. Lundi, 3 octobre ou Mardi, 4 octobre. 10h00 & 18h00 cours du ...
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UPGRADE YOURSELF 

La formation en informatique de gestion HES dÃ©veloppe des compÃ©tences clÃ©s pour les entreprises de par sa pluridisciplinaritÃ©. Elle propose un cursus ...
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Middle managers, in turn, report to senior managers, and senior ...... The common characteristic of all UNIX filters is that they can read input from standard input ...
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May 30, 2009 - 024h - BG2PC - BG2 Rotation/Scaling Parameter C (alias dy) (W). 026h - BG2PD ...... Both STM and LDM are incrementing the Base Register.
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PUBLIC data manual.txt share. README ... The tests directory contains several Perl scripts to test your MySQL server. ... purpose but to answer questions from inquisitive shoppers. ..... A potential Romeo or Juliet comes to the site wanting to place 
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empower yourself 

Heures d'Inscription – Apportez une photo d'identification. Apportez votre carte de résidence (« Green Card ») pour la classe de citoyenneté. EMPOWER.
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Teach Yourself Visually Drawing 

have changed or disappeared between when this work was written and when it is read. For general ..... The Russian Girl, by Silvius Krecu, courtesy of the artist.
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passe-temps7 faire avancer leur carriÃ¨re8. Pourquoi? 67 %. 56 %. 55 %. Se dÃ©tendre9. Refaire le plein. Se renouveler11 d'Ã©nergie10. Peu importe comment ou ...
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Bob Marley - Lively up yourself 

Lively up yourself and don't be no drag. Lively up yourself, 'cause this is the other bag. Hey, lively up yourself and don't be no drag. You lively up yourself, dig it, ...
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Inhalant 'Kill Yourself' - BurningEmptiness Inc 

scratches are in ambient parts), passed through carefully-manipulated filters, the result being an extremely repetitive, hypnotic, very deep and pleasing music'.
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Talking About Illness .fr 

ä¸çº§9 Talking About Illness in Mandarin. A: ä½ æ€Žä¹ˆäº†ï¼Ÿ ... Learn Mandarin episode code: ... ç¹�é«”ä¸æ–‡å¯¹è¯�æ–‡æœ¬ Dialogue in Traditional Characters. A: ä½ æ€Žéº¼äº†ï¼Ÿ
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Ateliers & Do It Yourself - Convergences 

d'Ã©merveillement et de son indÃ©pendance d'esprit et d'action, a les moyens de construire un monde Ã  son image, le monde de demain. Le Festival Youth We Can! vous invite Ã  prendre ce chemin, ensemble, Ã  vous engager en matiÃ¨re de dÃ©veloppement 
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the doit yourself living pdf 

Save As PDF Ebook the doit yourself living today. And You can Read Online the doit yourself living PDF file for free from our online library the doit yourself living ...
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Do-It-Yourself Volkswagen Power 

automobile engine, the AeroVee comes as a complete ... engines, from 1/2 VW up to 160-hp ... trated and includes torque values, gaps ... cylinders, pistons, and bearings,â€� ... performanceâ€”170 mph on 60 hp. .... updating the AeroVee engine, and th
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Why can't you tickle yourself? 

by somatosensory cortex and anterior cingulate cortex: these areas are activated less by a self-produced tactile stimulus than by the same stimulus when it is ...
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Ateliers & Do It Yourself - Convergences 

A chaque Ã©vÃ¨nement du Collectif Youth We. Can!, c'est le mÃªme constat : les jeunes ont des idÃ©es, se bougent et rÃªvent bien plus qu'on ne le croit. Ils sont plus que demandeurs de renouveau, ils en sont assoiffÃ©s. Les entrepreneurs sociaux qui 
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